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About This Game

Tower across the universe!

Take on the role of Sarah, a single mother and aspiring architect who is commissioned by the enigmatic Boss to build a
sprawling tower that stretches beyond terrestrial boundaries.

But as Sarah builds taller and taller, she draws the ire of Craig, the unassuming Canadian who sets out stop her!

The Rosebud Condominium is a new flavor of hidden object games, featuring procedurally-generated levels so that every
playthrough is a unique experience, and a quick arcade pace that keeps the player engaged for hours.

Beat your high score, build across the galaxy, and unlock the secrets of the Boss!

Features
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Build across 48 levels through six vivid worlds.

Search through over 500 varied items, from the mundane to the outright bizarre.

Play as Sarah, an architect aspiring to stratospheric heights!

Beware of Craig, who places a dozen different challenges along your path.

Reach the end of the universe, and maybe even a floor further...
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the rosebud condominium. the rosebud condominium deluxe

This is one my favorite game of all time, hands down. I have always loved H. P. Lovecraft's work. I loved it for the things
beyond conseption, the things which shouldn't be able to function in our universe but do, and most of all for the things which
aren't perverse because they are the opposite of what our culture advocates, but because they simply exist outside of what we are
and can possibly be. In most games, movies, and book that are inspired by H. P. Lovecraft get this wrong, but this game gets it
right on the head. Even if it wasn't able to show things that can't exist, it was able to create the feel of something truly alien to all
that we have, and can, ever know. In game, the voice (who I think might be Yog-Sothoth) even says that you cannot perceive.

So over all, yes, this game is something that I reccomend. It simply does something that I have never truly seen done before. I
have been looking for a while for something like this, and have just found it.. Microtransactions in a clicker game. Please just
kill me already.. Gun Brothers is top-down shooter that delivers retro visuals with a good dose of electronic music piercing
through you as you tear apart enemies with a variety of weapons. The controls feel punchy, the sounds loud and in your face,
and the weapons fun to use. Minor things could be fixed such as the menu music repeating through screens, a larger variety in
enemies, and some crazier weapons thrown into mix. Generally, some good, solid fun!. This game is flat out unfinished.

I get it. All your love and passion goes into this, i understand you.

However it is very simply still utterly unfinished.

In all regards gameplay, gamedesign, worlddesign, controlls and most of all stability. this game is in my oppinion in no way
ready to have been officially released.. This game has incredible potential but it is not quite there yet. At the moment it is more
of a game to goof off on and have fun criticing. You should try and make it so that you don't have to prepare resources to escape
because when being chased by the police it disables you from purchasing anything and it becomes difficult because the police
are constantly chasing you. Also, try to make the items in the game cheaper such as the vehicles. I would pay more for the
finished product if it came out the way that it should but if you keep trying to improve it, it could turn into a great game in the
future.. Where's the sequel?. Sol Survivor

This Tower Defense game has earned a glowing review.
I'm a little shocked I haven't written a review before. But
then again, the steam community and user reviews still
didn't exist when many of the hours were clocked.

Sol Survivor might be one of the most underrated Tower
Defense games out there. It has a well balanced mix of
tower placement and active abilities for support. And if
you've got some friends to play it with, the coop is a
blast. I'd say it's the most enjoyable Tower Defense
coop experience next to Iron Brigade and Sanctum 2.
Depending on your tastes of course. Though you can't
compare those three, as Sol Surivor is top down.

I'm not in the mindset for a detailed review at the moment.
I will revisit this with some more useful information. If you
have a particular question, feel free to drop me a line.
. Is it possible to give a bad review for free content?

this is awesome!!!! I will even buy the dlc to fill everything out. The first Time I have paid for dlc really. Keep up the great
work CA. This "game" is not even worth getting for cards.
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I'm a pro photographer and videographer, and most of my work revolves around things that typically happen in big indoor or
outdoor venues. I say "pro" in that I'm paid. I am obviously not the best in this business, even by a long-shot. Take my opinions
with a grain of salt.

I subscribe to the Adobe Creative Suite. It's essential for me, even though, for the most part, I just take the images. I rarely ever
get stuck in post, though sometimes I wish I would. Unfortunately, that just isn't our workflow. I'm just a guy taking pretty'ish
pictures.

I don't like Lightroom. I find it to be poorly laid out and in general, it's workflow just doesn't work out for me. Everyone else
likes it and loves it, but with Adobe CC, I adore Bridge and Photoshop. I augment that package with quick colour edits,
correction and grading, in Camerabag 2.

CB2 has served me well since it was released. It's quick, snappy, and intuitive, and everything is a mask, so it's easy to deal with.
If I had problems to pick with it, it'd be that it hadn't really been updated in sometime. To that regard, Camerabag Photo has
been released, and while it shares a lot of the GUI of CB2, it helps it along by feeling even more snappy on lesser hardware, like
my recently purchased Zenbook with 8Gb of RAM and an i5 proc. Further, CBP has arranged things in a way that makes just a
bit more sense, as well as dealt with some issues of smaller, high-density pixel monitors. For instance, scaling of fonts and UI
was an issue when I still owned a Surface Pro 3.

CBP and CB2 seem adequtly priced for what they are, but honestly, if it wasn't for the deep discount I got 4 years ago, I
wouldn't have purchased CB2. If it wasn't for my steep Steam Card discount for already owning CB2, I wouldn't have purchased
the license for CBP. That being said, if you want to avoid big branded Adobe products or if you get these things on sale, they
are good, solid applications. I truly enjoy them. Just remember that if it wasn't for the discounts, they are non-essential
purchases for a photographer.. A great and super fun game with intense combat high in the air. The way you can customize your
plane and choose your weapons works really fine. Also it's really great, that the game now features different sets of cotrols with
relative and absolute steering! Thx!. Would not recommend for zombies, the servers are terrible, hardly anyone plays and i
bought the black ops dlc bundle and shangri la is missing. I have reinstalled and everything and it still won't appear, wasted £30.
I would have been better of buying all dlc on ps3 sure it would cost more but at least more people play it and the servers are
much better. If you want this game for campaign and multiplayer than you might like it, but for zombies its just terrible..
Amusing for people of all ages.. Absolutely ♥♥♥♥ing baller. I expected a silly meme game but got a thematically beautiful
Zelda/Metroid-like with top shelf internet humor. The only thing I'd change would be to have 5 unique ability powerups per
world instead of getting all 5 in the first world, then 2 small upgrades in the entire rest of the game.

The first world feels so fresh and amazing because you're constantly getting new abilities. It's like a Metroidvania in microcosm.
But it feels less fresh after that when you don't get any new abilities, just the ability to break glass with the sword which is only
used in one world, and a camera upgrade (which is put to much better use, admittedly).

Since there are only 4 worlds, having 5 unique ability powerups per world seems entirely feasible, at just 20 in total. It would
sustain that feeling of freshness and constant discovery from the first world, throughout the entire game. Perhaps for a sequel?
The worlds could be themed after different meme genres of music like New Retro Wave, Seapunk, Slimepunk, etc.

The final note is that this game absolutely screams VR. It is absolutely a natural fit for VR and I'm surprised it doesn't already
have it since nothing about how the HUD is set up precludes adaptation to VR. The items are just floating models or sprites and
menus could float in front of you easily enough.. cute little game 7 of 10. A decent game with an overall plot. If you're looking
for something silly or fun and doesn't take a lot of thought, then this is the one you'd want.. this game is a good example for
porting gone wrong:
-terrible movement control
-hook mechanic barely functioning
-the worst thing about this awful game is that it punish the player for actions made earlier in the game - so you have to do past
levels again and again.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME !!. Interesting concept, bad execution.

Bad UI, several bad design choices (why do I exit levels after I beat them and they have to replay them :| ). The game is slightly
repetitive and grindy, and quite slow. Game would be better if it had a bit higher pace, less of a grind.
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Worst though is the crash bugs. Don't play fullscreen, but even in windowed, the game crashes occationally. Very frustrating.
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